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BEFORE THE AMERICAN A R B I T R A T I O N A S S O C I A T Ï O N 
North American Court of Arbitration for Sport Panel 

United States Anti-Doping Agency, 

Claimant 

V. 

EddyM.Hellebuyck, 
Respondent, 

A A A N O . 30 190 00686 04 

WE, THE UNDERSIGNED ARBITRATORS, having been designated by the above-
named parties, and having been duly swom and Jhaving duly heard the proofs and 
allegations of the parties, FIND AND AWARD as foUows'. 

Ï.BACKROUND 

Mr. Eddy Hellebuyck ("Respondent") is an elite-level distance mnner in the spon 

of track and field. He is 43 years old and Kas won over 20 marathons inhis career. He is 

a 1996 Olympian and a member of 5 "World Chanipionship teams for both his native 

Belgium and ihe USA. He currently holds the American Masters records for the lOICm 

15K and the half marathon. He has been drug tested often and has never tested positive 

until now. He is adamant that he has never talcen EPO or any other banned substance. 

On January 31,20O4, Respondent provided a urine sample as part of the USADA Out-of-

Competition testing program. The World Anti-Doping Agency ( " W A D A " ) accredited 

laboratory at the University of California at Los Angeles C^UCLA Laboratoiy") found 

Respondent's urine sample positive for recombinant human Erythropoietin ("r-EPO")j a 
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prohibited substance under the ïntemational Association of Athletics Federations 

("lAAF") Anti-Doping Rules. 

As provided for in the USADA Protocol for Olympic Movement Testing, 

USADA enforces the rules of the IAAF> whicb is the international federation for the sport 

oftrackandfield-

n. APPICABLE RULES 

A. lAAF Definitioïï of Doping. 

The relevant IAAT definiticm of doping, as set forth in the lAAF handbook in 

Division III Contro! of Drug Abuse ("ÏAA? Rules"), Rule 55 is as follows: 

Doping 

1, Doping is strictly forbidden and is an offense rnider IAAT Rules. 

2. The offense of doping takes place when either; ; ■. > 
(i) a prohlbiTed substance is present within an athlete's body tissues or 

fluids; or 
(ii) an athlete uses or takes advantage of a prohibited technique; or 
(iii) an athlete admits having used or taken advantage or a prohibited 

Substance or a prohibited technique. 

4, It is the athlete's duty to ensure that no substance enters his body or fluids 
which is prohibited under these Rules is present in his body tissues or fluids. 
Athletes are warned that they are responsible for all or any substance present 
in their body. 

There is no requirement ihat USADA prove any element of intent to dope or 

intent to take a prohibited substance. See lAAF v- Boulami (CAS 2003/A/452). The 

lAAF's definitïon of doping is consistent "with the rules of the vast majority of sports 
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organizationS including the IOC and WADA^, which have eliminated the element of 

intent as an aspect of proving liability in doping cases. 

B. List of Prohibited Substances 

The lAAP List of Prohibited Substances expressly classifies EPO as a prohibited 

substance in the class of Peptide Hormones. The ÏAAF Prohibited List states as foUows: 

^'FroMbïted Substances 

S5. PEPTIDE HORMONES 

The foUoAving substances, including other substances with similar chemical 

stmcture or similar pharmacological effect(s), and their releasing factors, are prohibited: 

1. Erythropoietin (rh-EPO); 
2. Growth hormone (hGH) and Insnlin-like Growtb Factor (IGF-I); 
3. Chorionic Gonadotrophin (hCG) prohibited in males only; 

■ 4. Pituitary and synlhetic gonadotropfains (LH) prohibited in males only; , . 
5. ïnsulin 
6. Cortïcotropbins. ** 

ni . BACKROtfND ON r-EPO 

EPO is a hormone naturally produced by the human body, primarily in the 

kidneys. Tlie naturally produced version of this hormone is sometimes referred to as 

endogenous or natural EPO. In both its synthetic and natural fonns, EPO stimulates the 

prodüction of red blood corpuscles^ thereby increasing oxygen transport and aerobic 

power. Increased aerobic power leads to a higher level of performance for athletes such 

as Respondent. 

' The Olympic Movement Anti-Doping Code ("OMADC"), at Anicle 2, coniaiiis a similar liabJJity 
defipitioti of doping. The World Aiiti-Doplng Code ("Code"), at Arlicle 2, also cpntaïns a siiniJar 
liability defmition of doping. 
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r-EPO is a syntlietic version of the Erythropoietin hormonfi. All synthetic forms 

of EPO are substances prohibited by lAAF, the IOC, and WADA. 

As recognized by the CAS Panel in JAAF v. Boulami^ it should be noted that 

r-EPO is not produced by the human body, and its presence is indicative of 

admiiiistraüon of an extemal souxce. 

IV. Stipulation of Uncontested Facts aiad ïssues Between 
USADA and Respondent 

The USADA and Respondent have stipulated and agreed to the following: 

1. That the USADA Protocol for Olympio Movement Testing go veras the 

hearing for an alleged doping offense 

2. That International Association of Athletics Federations C'IAAF*') 

definitions of doping. Classes of Prohibited Substances and Prohibited Methods» and 

sanctions are applicable to this hearing. 

3. That Respondent gave the urine sample at issue here on January 31,2004, 

as part of the USADA Out of Competition testing program; 

4. That eaeh aspect of the sample coliection for Respondent's urine sample 

was conducted appropriately and without error; 

5. That the chain of custody for Respondent's urine sample from the time of 

coliection and processing at the time of coliection site to the receipt of the sample by the 

International Olympic Committee accredited laboratory at the University of Califomia in 

Los Angeles ("UCLA Laboratory") was conducted appropriately and without error; 

6. That the UCLA Laboratory' s chain of custody for Respondent's urine 

sample was conducted appropriately and without error. 

V. ISSUES BEFORE THIS PANEL 
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The only contested issues are whether Üie UCLA Laboratory accxixately found 

r-BPO in Respondent's urine sample and the consequences of lts fmdings under the I A A F 

mies, 

VI. THE LABORATORY METHOD USEP BY THE UCLA LABORATORY 
HAS REPEATEDLY BEEN FOUND SCIENTIFICALLY VALID 

A. The UCLA Laboratory's Direct Urine Test 

The UCLA Laboratory's direct urine test, the name of the testing method given tü 

the process used for detecting r-EPO and its analogues, has withstood review by four 

CAS Panels and has repeatedly been confirmed as scientificaily reliahle. Additionally, 

there have been thi-ee ether CAS cases dealing with the analytical method for detecting 

r-EPO or its analogue daibepoetm, all of which have upheld the method for detecting 

these substances . All of the cases, including the four cases directly involving the UCLA 

Laboratoiy, have confirmed the scientific reliability of the analytical method used in the 

direct urine test. These cases also confirmed that the "80% basic area percentage" 

criteria for establishing a positive test for r-EPO is a scientifically reliable criteria for 

inteipreting the electropherogram produced by the direct urine method, 

Recently, the CAS Panel in Boulami applied the "beyond a reasonable doubt 

Standard " as required under the IAAF lules, and held that the direct urine method 

mcluding the 80% criteria for positvity was ''a reasonable cut-off point that largely 

eliminates the risk of false positives " See Boulami at paragraph 5.26. 

Tlie UCLA Laboratory is one of tlie only laboratories to have its direct urine test 

reviewed by other experts and confiimed in a peer-reviewed published scientific article, 

^ See IAAF V. Boxilami (CAS 2003/A/452, Muehlegg v. IOC (CAS 2002/A/374, Lcautina v. IOC (CAS 
2OO2/A/370X Mekrv.S^vissCycling {CAS 2m/AJM5), va^.Bamburger (CAS 200lim43), 
Danllova v. ÏÖC(CAS 2002/A/371), and XJSADA y. Sbeih (AAA 30 190 Onoo 03). 
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and the UCLA direct urine test has been scrutinized and its validity upheld in four prior 

CAS cases. As held in Muehlegg, Danüova and Lasutina, the differences 'm ihe UCLA 

Laboratory's direct urine testing methods are improvements to tlie test as performed fey 

other laboratories. 

The Panel fmds that the testing was in accordance with Üie scientific 
community's practices and procedures, indeed the SLC Lab [which for 
present purposes is the same as the UCLA I^b] was leading in the 
establishment of tliose very practices and procedures. (See Muehlegg 
paragraph7,lj8.) 

The direct urme test for r-EPO relies on tlae fact that endogenous EPO is 

glycosylatedj meaning that it contains paiticular kinds of sugar moleoules. R.-EPO, on 

the other hand, contains different sugar molecules than endogenous EPO. As a result, 

endogenous EPO aiid r-EPO wjll have differeni electrical charges. Therefore, when 

separated out ftom the urine, EPO and r-EPO will respond differently when placed in an 

electrical field. Because r-EPO is more basic^ it will move under the influence of an 

electric field to the more basic area of the gel, while endogenous EPO, being less basic 

wiïl move predominantly (although not exclusively) to the acidic area of the gel. The end 

result, which captui'es this separation of r-EPO and endogenous EPO» is an 

eiectrophorogram. The electropherograms of Respondent's urine sample clearly indjcate 

the presence of r-EPO. 

The UCLA Laboratory's direct urine test involves four steps; (1) sample 

preparation; (2) isoelectric focusing; (3) immumo-blotting; and (4) visualization- The 

methodology was set forüi in detail in lazutina v. IOC and relied on in Muehlegg v. IOC 

and will not be repeated here. 

B. UCLALaboi-fltory r-EPO Positivity Criteria, 
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At the time Respondeiit*s sample was analyzed^ the UCLA Laboratory considered 

three altemative criteria in determining whether a sample was positive for r-EPO. These 

criteria were: (1) the "two-faand ratio** analysis, (2) tfee "location" of the most intense 

band analysis, and (3) the "basic area percentage" analysis, The two-band ratio and 

location criteria are more sensitive ihan the basic area percentage criteria- meaning that 

they produce fewer false negative results. The UCLA Laboratory is confident that either 

the two-band ratio or location criteria standing alone accurately establish proef of the use 

of r-EPO. FoUowing a fiill eyidentiary hearing analyzing these three criteria, the Sbeih 

Panel concluded tliat "the methodology utilized by the UCLA Lab for testing r-EPO is 

scientifically sound and that the results produced by the tests are reliable. See Sbeih at 

paragraphö.lO. 

In light of the CAS decisions in Hamburger, Meier and Boulami where CAS has 

specifically recognized the basic area percentage criterion as a scientificaUy reliable 

measure of positivity, UCLA also applies ihat criterion to take advantage of the certainty 

of CAS precedent. 

1. The "80% basic area percentage" analysis as a measure of positivity. 

The 80% criteria for positivity is determined by identifying the most acidic band 

of the r-EPO Standard as tlie "O" band then comparing the densitjr of those bands in the 

athlete' s sample which are as basic or more basic than the "O" band with the density of all 

the EPO bands in the athlete's sample. In the case of Respondent's sample, that density, 

as measured with a densitometer̂  was 85% for the A sample and 87% for the B sample-
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The scientific validity of the 80% basic area percentage criteria has been 

acknowledged in at least four prior CAS cases; Meier; Hamhurger, Boulami and Sheik 

For example: 

• b Boulami, the Panel stated, "In Hght of this, Respondent and Professor 

StambouU have failed to cast doubt on the evidence brought forth by Üie lAAF 

Üiat 80% is a reasonable cui-off point that largely climinates the risk of false 

positives in urinary r-EPO test [.]" {Boulami paragraph 5.26) 

• hl Hamburger, the Panel stated, "Having heard the evidence, the Panel is 

'comfortably satisfïed' that a level of 80% can, in any event, prove the 

presenceofr-EPO[.]" (Hamburger ̂ ^gt 19, sectionV. 1.2.3.2.) 

• In Meier, the Panel stated, "Following the evidence heard, the Panel is 

convinced that the method used in the Lausanne laboratoiy (referencing the 

S0% basic area percentage criteria) is suitable for proving the presence of 

r-EPO[.]" {Meier page 16, section V.3.2,4.) 

The Hamburger, Meier, and Boulami cases mafce reference to a number of studies 

Ihat establish the scientific reliabiüty of the 80% basic area percentage criteria and 

undermine any suggestion that Respondent's 85% basic area percentage is due to 

anything other than liis use of r-EPO, Based on the studies referenced in the cases, all 

foüT CAS Panels found that there was more than ample evidence to establish the 

scientific validity of the 80% basic area percentage criteria. 

The UCLA Laboratory has donc its own more recent and much more extensive 

studies examining criteria which may be used to establish tiie positivity of a sample for 
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r-EPO. In 2003 Dr, Catlin et al of UCLA published an article in CHmcal Chemistry 

entitled, "Detection of Recombinant Humaja Erythropoietin in Urine by Isoelectric 

Focusing". Tliat articïe describes a stud}' performed by UCLA in whicb baseïine urines 

were obtained from 96 nonnal volunteers and a double-blind r-EPO administration study 

was conducted involving 25 volunteers, That study focused on the two-band ratio as the 

numerical criterion for positivit>'. One conclusion of this peer-reviewed study was that a 

two-band ratio of 1.19 was 99% reliable in detecting the administration of r-EPO. 

Expanding on this study, the UCLA Laborator/ has now analyzed the urines of 704 

nonnal volunteers to establish a statistical population base for all three positivity criteria 

(two-banded ratio, location, and 80% basic area percentage). These data provide 

overwhelming evidence that the EPO found in the basic range of Respondent's 

electropherogram was not naturally produced and was indeed r-EPO. The UCLA data 

estabüshes that the likelihood of an individual having a natural basic area percentage of 

80% is one in 30 billion, 

2. The Two-Band Ratio as a measurc of positivity. 

The Two-Band Ratio criterion is described in a Cïinical Chemistry article by Dr, 

Carlin et al, entitled, "Detection of Recombinant Hirman Erthropoictin in Urine by 

Isoelectric Focusing". Simply described, the Two-Band Ratio approach compares the 

combined density (as measured by a machine calied a densitometer) of the two bands on 

the basic side of the first basic band in the athlete' s sample with the two bands on the 

acidïc side on That band. The Two-Band Ratios of the isoforms in Respondent's A and B 

samples were 5 and 5 respectively. In his Cïinical Chemistry study, Dr. Catlin was able 

to conclude that on the data available at the time, a much lower Two-Baj)d Ratio of L19 
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had 99% margin of safety. The data &om additional samples, which Dr. Catlinhas 

analyzed, established that the margin of safety associated with a Two-Band Ratio of LS 

wouldresultinafalsepositiveratioofiessthan 1 mlOO,000. ATwo-BsndRatioof5 

would reduce that risk to an infinitesimal number. This Respondent's urine sample bad a 

Two-Band ratio of 5. This evidence was not rebutted by Respondent. 

3- Band Location as fl measure of Positivïty. 

Baî d Location as a measure of positivity is also described in Dr. Catïin's Clinical 

Chemistry article under the heading "Visual Data Analysis". As set forth in that artïcle, a 

sample will be called positive forr-EPO if all three of the foUowing criteria are met: 

The first criterion was that bands that focus Jn t)ie basic area of 
the lan&, as determined by the location of the rHuEPO marker, 
raust be darkerthan other bands in the same lane. The second 
criterion was that these bands must have the same ph values as 
the bands in the nearest lane contajning a rHuEPO marker. The 
third criterion was that band O and the adjacent two bands in the 
direction of the cathode must be present 

Respondent*s sample is positive under this Band Location criterion as well, First, as can 

be seen from the densitometry results for the different bands set, the basic bands in 

Respondent's sample (O, -1 , -2) are darker than any of the other bands in his sample. 

Second, as can be seen iti the electropherograms of Respondent's sample, the basic bands 

in hïs sample do indeed have the same ph value (i.e., line up with) as the bands in the 

nearest lane containing a positive control sample. Third, band O, band - 1 , and band -2 

are present. Thus. Respondent's sample is positive under the Band Location analysis as 

well 

C. The new WADA positivitj' criteria for r-EPO. 

One of WADA's most important roles under the World Antï-Doping Code is to 

develop best practice standards for the various parts of the anti-doping program, 

10 
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Pursuant to that mandate, WADA developed the International Standard for Laboratories 

and ït has siibsequently developed various TechnicaJ Documents which then become part 

of the International Standard for Laboratories. The International Standard for 

Laboratories pro>ddes inter alia; 

The Inter/ïational Standard for Laboratories, including all Annexes 
and Technica! Documents, is mandatory for al) Signatories to the 
Code. 

Technical Documents are issued, modified, and deleted by WADA 
from time to time and provide direction to the Laboratories on 
specific technioaï Issues. Once promulgated, Technical Documents 
become part of the International Standards for Laboratories. 

Compliance with au ïntemational Standard (as opposed to another 
altemative Standard, practice or procedure) shall be sufficiënt to 
conclude that the procedures covered by the International Standard 
were perfonned properly. 
(WADA International Standards for Laboratories pages 4 and 5). 

The WADA scientïfic staff, working wth a panel of international experts, has 

developed a new criterion for detennining whether a sample is positive for r-EPO. That 

criterion has been incorporated into a Technical Document and was formally approved by 

the WADA Bxecutive Board at ïts meeting on November 20, 2004. (See "WADA 

TechnicaJ Document entitled "Harmonization of the Method for the Identification of 

Epoetin Alfa and Bèta (EPO) and Darbepoetin Alfa (NESP) by the lEF-Double Blotting 

and Chemiluminescent Detection". The WADA Standard for r-EPO positivity is similar 

to Dr. Catlin's Band Location criteria. The WADA Standard as set forth in the Technical 

Document is as follows: 

r-EPO 
1. in the basic area there must be at least 3 acceptable, consecutive 

bands assigned as 1,2,3 or 4 in the corresponding reference 
prepai-ation. 

2. the 2 most intense bands in the basic area must be consecutive and 
the most intense band must be 1,2 or 3. 

3. tbe twQ most intense bands in the basic are& must be more intense 

11 
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than any other band in the endogenous area as measured by 
densitometry. Altematively, if a visual or other qualitative method 
of comparison is used, Ihen tjie two most intense bands in the basic 
area must be unequivocally more intense than any other band in 
the endogenoïis area. 

Respondent's sample is ciearly positive for r-EPO under the WADA Standard. 

Firstf there are tkree acceptable, coiisecutive baxtds assigned as numbers 1,2, and 3 in the 

basic area of Respondent's A and B specimens. Second, the two most intense bands in 

Respondent'£ A and B specimens are consecutivCf -wiih the most intense band being 

number 2. Third, the two most intense bands of Respondent's A and B specimens are 

more intense than any other bands in the corresponding lanes, 

The new WADA Standard for determining r-EPO positivity is only "required for 

analysis perfbnned after [the date of WAÜA Executive Board approval]." However, that 

does not mean that the new WADA Standard slioxild not be used to estabHsh that 

Respondent has committed a doping violation in this case. As provided in the Code and 

haternational Standard for Laboratories, comphance with a Techmcal Document is 

sufficiënt to conclude that the procedures covered by that Tech];iical Document were 

performed properly. Since Respondent's sample is also positive under the new WADA 

Standard tlie Panel has no reasonable doubt that Respondent's sample contains r-EPO. 

VU. FRESUMPTION IN FAVOR OF THE LABORATORY 

Under the USADA Protocol, there is a presumption that a laboratory conducted 

all procedm'es in accordancc with acceptable current scientific sfandards. USADA 

Protocol provides: 

The IOC laboratories used by USADA shall be presumed to have 
conducted testing and custodial procedures in accordanceto 
prevailing and acceptable standards of scientific practice. This 
presumption can be rebutted by evidence to the contrary, but tlie 
accredited laboratory sliall no onus in the first instanceto show 

12 
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that it conducted the procedures other than in accordance with its 
Standard practices conforming io any IOC requïrement 
(USADA Protocol, section 9(b)(v)(n). 

Respondent's expert witness, Dr. Allen Murray, stated that there v/ere areas where 

the WADA approved EPO test couïd produce potential errors. Apparently, Dr. Murray 

has a test that can directly detect the presence of r-EPO, However, as Dr. Murray did not 

test tlie urine sample in question in this dispute using his test, nor did Respondent request 

the right to have Dr. Murray conduct such a test on his disputed samples, the concerns 

raised by Dr, Murxay were mere speculation and could not be relied upon f o question the 

validity of Mr. Hellebuyck's positive test. 

Vin. SANCTÏONS 

A. PresHmptive SaDction Pursuant to lAAF Rules. 

The lAAF Rules provide that for a flrst doping offense involving a positjve test 

for a prohibited substance or method, the athlete wilï be ineligible for "a minimum of two 

yeais from the date of the hearing at which it is decided that a Doping Offense has been 

committed." (lAAF Rules 40(l)(a)(i) and 40(9)). The presumptive sanction length of 

t̂ vo years for a first offense involving use of a prohibited substance or method was 

adopted by all stakeholders who approved the World Anti-Doping Code. Ftirther, the 

lAAF ruïes provide for the disqualification of results obtoined by the athlete between the 

date of the positive test and the date on which the period of ineligibility begins pursuant 

toIAAFRule39.4, 

No reasonable conclusxon csxi be reached other than that Respondent used r-EPO. 

Certaiiily the finding of r-EPO in Respondent's urine cannot be explained by supplement 

contamiiiation or the legitimate use of properly prescribed medicinal product and no such 

13 
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explooation was ofEéred at Uw heaiing. As tht Facicl in Bovlam! statcd, "[mjoieover we 

nott tha! F-HFQ is nse a stibsiaRce ihat c&n b£ scddffitslly inïïOtiK:^ iiüss the Ethïcte*̂  

body " [Boukmi paragcaph 557.). 

HL DECISIONANPAWAfiD 

The Paneï decides as follows: 

I. A doping violaiion occuncd on liic part of Respondeni, Erfdy Heïlebuyck. 

2- Thetninüiiumsuspension fora firstoÜeodcrof two{2)ycaisis imposcd 

on Respondenno loke efiêct ünorn Jsnuaiy 31,2054, 

3. Tbfr Admimsttation ièes and expenses of tiie American Aibitiatfon 

Association and ilic canQ»eRsa£lon and »Qxii$eS <sf ihe AibiuatoTs Ghal! bfi bome by 

USADA. 

4. The partics sball bear thar awn coscs and aStnmey's fc^. 

ITiis Deeïsioji uid Â vard is in futl scitlcin£3iT of all elaïiTis submitted lo ihis 

AjrHtratiün, 

This J j _ day of December, 2004. 

EdwardV.Iahey, 

Christopher L. Caxnpbdl, E£quiie Kon. James Murphy (ict) 

' '7 

14 
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explanatioii Mvas ofïfered at the hearing. Ae the Panel in Soulami stated, "[mjoreover we 

natt that r-EPO is not a substanoe ihax can be accideatally intïoduced into tbe athleie's 

body." (ÖCTf/amr paragraph 5,57.). 

IX PECISION AND A W A K D 

The Panel decides as follows: 

I', A doping violation occurred on tfcepart of Respondent, Eddy Hellebuyok. 

2. The minimum suspension for a fiisc oiïtender of two (2) yeats is imposed 

on Rc^jondeat to take eSect &oia Jamiazy 3 \, 2004. 

3. The AdTnfm'stratJQD fees and expenaes of the American Arbitration 

Associfttion and the compcnaation and cspenses of the Aibitrators shallbe bome by 

USAÖA. 

4. The paities shall bear their own costs and attomcy's fees, 

Tüs Deciaion and Award is in fiJl settlemcnt of all claims SMbmitted tO this 

Aibitration. 

This _ 1 day of December, 2004. 

Edward V. Lahey, Jr^ Esquire, Chmr 

Hou. James Mutphy (rot) 

14 
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cxplanallOA was offared at Ihe hearing. Afi the ?anel in Soahmi stated, "[m]orcovcr w& 

tiote that r-EPO ïs not a subfitancc that can bc accadenlally imroduced inlo the atWcM's 

böd^." (̂ Dw/flinf paragraph5.57.). \i 

IX. DEasroy Am AWAim 

Tht Panel decides as follows; 

1. A doping vioktion dtctocd on the jwt of Respondent, Edd>^Hellebuyck. 

2. The minimum suspension for a ürst offetidet of two (2) years is imposed 

on Respondenl tQ take effect from Jïöiyary 31,2004. 

3. Thp Adipinistration fees and cxpsnses of the American ArhittatiQn 

Association and the compsnsatiQn and,expenses af the Arbitraiocs shall be bome by 

4- ThepartiesshHlIbs&rtheirowicostsandattQniey'flfeefi. 

This Decision and Award is in fiilt settlement nf all d^ims submiUed to this 

ArbitratJon. 

This ^ . day of Decembra, 2004, 

Edward V; Lahey, Jr,, Esquire^ Chair 

Christopher L. Campbell, Esquire 

H 


